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It is shown that a (suitably normalized) Pollaczek polynomial Pf(x; a, 6) is a 
regular transformation of a convergent sequence whenever x E Iw\ [ - 1, 11. This 
immediately leads to an asymptotic formula. C 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In a series of papers [S-l 11, F. Pollaczek introduced some systems of 
orthogonal polynomials on [ - 1, 1 ] which are now known as Pollaczek 
polynomials. We consider the three parameter family 
where t=(a cos 0+h)/sin8. If a& IhJ and I> -i then 
s 
’ Pi(x; a, b) Pk(x; a, h) w(x) dx = 0, m # n, 
-I 
where w is a weight function on [ - 1, l] given by 
w(cos 0) = (sin I!J)“~ I exp{(2Q-~)t}IT(I+it)(2, o<e<n 
(see, e.g., [3, p. 1841). Pollaczek polynomials satisfy the three term 
recurrence relation 
(n+ wi,, (x; a, 6) = 2[(n + 2 + a) x + b] Pi(x; a, 6) 
-(n+21-l)P~_,(x;a,b), 
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and by using Favard’s theorem one can show that orthogonality with 
respect to some positive measure on the real line actually holds whenever 
i>O and u+A>O (1.2) 
or 
-;<A<0 and -1<1.+a<o (1.3) 
[2; 17, p. 2341. Pollaczek polynomials with a > 1 b 1 are important because 
they are an explicit example of orthogonal polynomials on [ - 1, l] for 
which 
1 log W(X) 
I-, Jmdx= --OO 
which means that they do not belong to Szeg6’s class. Therefore the 
asymptotic behaviour of Pollaczek polynomials is different than the 
behaviour of orthogonal polynomials in Szegii’s class. Some Pollaczek 
polynomials in the remaining range of values for the parameters a, b, and 
I are important in quantum mechanics for the radial Coulomb problem 
CT, 181. 
Szegii devoted a paper to the investigation of Pollaczek polynomials 
[16] and one of his students, A. Novikoff [7], worked out a whole set of 
asymptotic formulas for the case A = 4 and a >/ 1 b 1. Some of these results 
are given in the appendix on Pollaczek polynomials which Szegij added to 
the second edition of his book [ 151 (see also [6, p. 821). The case where 
(1.2) or (1.3) holds but with b = 0 has been investigated by Askey and 
Ismail [l]; the case (1.2) or (1.3) with a = -b was studied in detail by 
Bank and Ismail [2] (this is the relevant case for the attractive Coulomb 
potential and was initiated by Yamani and Reinhardt [lS]). The standard 
way for finding asymptotic results for Pollaczek polynomials is by means 
of Darboux’s method applied to the generating function (Novikoff [7] 
used more sophisticated methods to obtain much more). In this paper we 
present another method for finding an asymptotic formula in the range 
(1.2) and (1.3) but for x restricted to rW\ [ - 1, l] : 
THEOREM. Suppose that (1.2) or (1.3) holds, then for x E lR\ [ - 1, l] 
lim nl~h(X)~i. P;(x; a, b) 
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wlhere h(x) = (ax+ h)/,jm and the square root is such that 
1 x + pz 1 > 1. 
This asymptotic formula may possibly be extended to hold uniformly for x 
on compact sets of C\ [ - 1, 11 by using the StieltjessVitali theorem. The 
result on [ - 1, 11, however, is of a different nature because of the 
oscillatory behaviour of Pi(x; a, b) there. 
11. POLLACZEK POLYNOMIALS AND REGULAR TRANSFORMATIONS 
Let Z(X) = x + ,/m be the conformal mapping that maps C\ [ - 1, 1 ] 
to the exterior of the unit circle. With this choice of the square root we 
have lx + Jnl > 1 whenever x E @ \[ - 1, 11. Furthermore ,/n > 0 
for x > 1 and dm < 0 when x < - 1. Consider the function 
x((x+J2-q2- 11’2 
where h(x) = (ax + b)/,/m and (1.2) or (1.3) holds. This clearly defines 
an analytic function in C\ [ - 1, 11. If one lets x tend to cos 8 from the 
lower half plane { Tm x < 0} then the limit of z(x) is e pie and therefore the 
limit of q,(x) is Pi(cos 8; a, b). If, on the other hand, one lets x tend to cos0 
from the upper half plane { Im x > 0} then the limit of z(x) is ei8 and by 
using the fact that Plj(cos 0; a, 6) is real, one also finds that this limit of 
q,(x) is P:(cos 6; a, 6). This means that q,(x) is equal to the Pollaczek 
polynomial PI]-(x; a, b) for every x E @. By setting 
{x+J77}2-1 
p= {x+J;i-1}2 
one therefore finds 
Pt(x; a, b) = @$ (X+Jg-qn i (n)(i~2~~))ip’(l-p)“-‘. (2.1) 
j-0 J 
Notice that for x E R\ [ - 1, 1 ] one has 0 <p < 1. By Stirling’s formula one 
has 
WLJ 1 lim nlezl -=- 




.A hex) Cn + h(x)) j _ 
,/irnm J - 
r(2A) 
(2A)j - zyi" + h(x))' 
(2.3) 
It is therefore natural to investigate sums of the form 
jh-Apj( 1 -p)“-j. 
Recall that a transformation 
S,= C Cj,ttaj 
j=O 
that transforms a sequence (a, : n 2 0} into a sequence {s,: n 3 0} is a 
regular transformation if lim,, ~ a, = a implies that lim,, o. s, = a 
[4, p. 43; 12, p. 231. 
LEMMA. (a) Let c( > 0 and 0 <p < 1, then the transformation given by 
cj,n = 




(b) Let (x < 0 and 0 <p < 1, then the transformation (2.4) with c~,~ = 0 
is regular. 
Proof. We use the Toeplitz-Silverman theorem [4, Theorem 2 on p. 43; 
12, p. 231 to show that these transformations are regular. This means that 
we have to show that 
(i) lim,,, c~,~ = 0 for every j, 
(ii) lim,,, C;=ocJ,H= 1, 
(iii) ~~=o 1 c~,~ 1is bounded. 
(a) Condition (i) is easily verified since (‘J) = Cl(nj) and nip” + 0 as 
n + cc whenever 0 <p < 1. For condition (ii) we introduce the Bernstein 
polynomials for a function f : [0, l] + IX: 
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It is well known [ 13, p. 283 that for a continuous function f’on [IO, 1 ] one 
has 
lim sup 1 fI,,(fl x) -,f(.u)l = 0. 
?I’X O&r<1 
Clearly p’ Cy=, cj. n is the Bernstein polynomial B,,(f; p) of degree n for the 
function f(t) = t’, evaluated at the point p, and therefore (ii) holds. Condi- 
tion (iii) follows immediately since c,,,, are all positive. 
(b) For c1< 0 we still have that pa xi’=, ci,,, is a Bernstein poly- 
nomial, but now of the function 
f(t)= ta, o<t,<t, 
f (0) = 0. 
This function, however, is unbounded and not continuous on [0, l] so that 
one cannot use the asymptotic results for Bernstein polynomials. Therefore 
we proceed as follows: write 
Pm,?, Cj,fl'P* z Cj,n-6a F (;)p’(l-P)n~J 
j= 1 j=O 
+6” z “. p’(l -p)‘I-‘+pZ c cj,,, 
0 j=o J j>mS 
then one has 
/=I 
~‘(l-PI”-‘+ IB,(g;p)-p”l, 
where g : [0, I] + R is given by 
Since (j/n)” < n -’ for j > 1 we find 
Pa Ii c/,.-P” 
.,= 1 
Choose 0 < S <p then one has 
P’(l -P)“‘-‘+IB,(g;p)-P”l. 
lim IB,(g;p)-p”l =O. 
n-cc 
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On the other hand, 
~‘(1 -P)“-j=Pr{S,dna}, 
where S, is a random variable with a binomial-(n, p) distribution. 
Chernoff’s theorem on large deviations [ 14, p. 3261 applied to a binomial 
distribution gives 
and since the right hand side of this inequality is less than 1 for n = 1 we 
find 
lim ((np)‘+F) F y, p.l(l-p)“-i=O. 
n+m 
j=O 0 
This means that both (ii) and (iii) hold. a 
Proof of the Theorem. Suppose first hat h(x) >, L, then 
n ‘-j.-h p$w~) 
(x+Jx-ly 
Now use part (a) of the lemma, the asymptotic formulas (2.2) and (2.3), 
and p = Zdxq/(x + J’m) to obtain the desired result. 
When h(x) < A we write 
nl-i.ph Pi(x; a, b) 
(x + Jz?)” 
x n”-h(l -p)“+n”-h ,, (A+h) jh-$,ii(l-p)n-/ji.- -em.& 
I 
Use part (b) of the lemma and lim, - ru .A ~ “( 1 - p)” = 0. 1 
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111. CON(Y.UDING REMARKS 
Consider the orthonormal Pollaczek polynomials 
p’z(x) = 1 
n!(i+u+n) I2 
(3. + a)(2i),, 1 P;,(x; u, b) 
which satisfy the three term recurrence 
with 
n(n + 21- 1) I,2 -b 
(n+A+a-l)(n+;I.+a) ’ 
b,, = n+i+a’ 
If (1.2) or (1.3) holds, then 
.c PAX) Pm(X) h(x) = 6,,,,,: 
where p is a positive measure on the real line with bounded support. By a 
result of Mate and Nevai [S] the measure p will have an absolute con- 
tinuous part in [ - 1, l] with p’ continuous on (- 1, l), and in addition p 
may have a denumerable number of discrete mass points outside (- 1, 1) 
which can only accumulate at & 1. The point x will be a mass point if and 
only if 
and the mass at x is l/p. This means that every mass point of ,U is a zero 
of the right hand side of the asymptotic formula (1.4). These zeros are 
the poles of L’(A + h(x)), i.e., all points xk for which I,+ h(xk) = 
-k (k = 0, 1,2, . ..) (x,, may take on more than one value). For such xk we 
have 
q 
Pi(x,; a, b) = q z; n 
n. 
(we have abbreviated zk = xk + Jm) and therefore the following 
asymptotic formula holds whenever A + h(xk) = -k: 
lim n ’ k 2Az;: Pl;(x,; u, b) = ( - 1 )k 
(z; - 1)” 
n-2 F’(21. + k)’ 
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